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ABSTRACT 

 

Many at least free time that had by the pensioners especially PNS (office 

country civil) pensions, will influence their lives in their daily activities. If the 

pensioners can exploiting their free times which is beneficial. So indirectly that will 

influence their lives quality, especially in economic, if the pensioners can exploiting 

their free times in economic matters or effort peripheral so it will increase the income 

that they get. We know that the salari of the pensioners is still low and far away from 

the pensioners welfare. 

High lower him the salary that they get in a family will influence a family life 

travel. When the salary can be increased so their daily need will be better and another 

necessity such as children education also will be better. Family welfare will be filled 

well if the family income increases and raises their standard of living as human 

values. For the pensioners which have effort peripheral to fill their necessities and 

realizing prosperity also representing dreams is wanted. Although the salary that they 

get is still low and inadequate to fill their daily necessities because faced of the 

limition of salary on the others hand and daily necessities which are very urgent and 

hardly full filled well. In term of the pensions family welfare, salary is one of the 

most influence things in their lives. It says so, because the salary has the important 

part of changing every life. 

The research subjek the writer take all pensions they are at village Jeru. In 

Malang city. The problem that are faced by them are how to take the advantages of 

their free time, and how to full fill their daily need in each family which has different 

situation and condition. Even they have to get additional income in order to fill their 

necessities which always are getting expensive day by day. 

The problems formula of this observations are : 1) how the pensions fill their 

free time ?. 2) the ways to fulfill their economic need pasca pensions ? 

The goals or purpose are : 1) to find out the way to fill their free time and. 2) find out 

how to fulfill their economy need. 

The type of this survey, which is using qualitative approach with descriptive 

observation methods, and the data sources which is used are : 1) primary data and 2) 

secondary data, the technique of collecting the data are by using qualitative 

descriptive technique which is explaining and the situation of the data. 

As the result are done by the writer are : 1) exploiting of leeway had by retired 

conducted many various activity related to effort accomplishment of every day 

requirement of him of engan the way of conducting the offort peripheral start from 

trade, farmer, and others. 2) the salary that they get is still low to increase their lives 



welfare so as the effort to raise their standard of living they have to look for another 

jobs. 

 


